Get tested today
Any Ohioan, regardless of insurance
status, can get tested today at a statesponsored pop-up site with no out-ofpocket costs.

To find a testing site near you, go to
coronavirus.ohio.gov and click on
“Testing and Community Health Centers.”

Where can I get tested?
State-sponsored
pop-up sites

Select retail
pharmacies

Community
health centers

Primary care
physicians

Don’t forget to wear a mask!

Who

Why

What

can get tested?

get tested?

steps to take?

 Anyone can get tested.
 If you have symptoms of
COVID-19, call your
healthcare provider first.
 If you do not have a
healthcare provider or if you
are uninsured, you can get
tested at any state testing site
with no out-of-pocket cost.

 If you’ve had known or
suspected exposure to
someone with COVID-19 or
have symptoms, a test can
determine whether you have
COVID-19.
 If you were exposed, you may
be spreading COVID-19 even
if you do not have symptoms.

 Wear a mask when you are
outside of your home.
 If you are feeling ill, contact
your healthcare provider.
 To find the closest site online
you can go to
coronavirus.ohio.gov and
click on “Testing and
Community Health Centers.”

‘coronavirus.ohio.gov/testing’

1

Find a
test site

Go online to find
a testing site
near you.

2

Arrive at
the site

A health worker
will evaluate you
for symptoms.

3

Fill out
paperwork

Don’t forget your
ID and insurance
card if you have
them.

4

Get
tested

Health workers
on site will
administer the
test.

5

Stay at
home

If you have
symptoms or
known exposure,
stay at home.

6

Wait for
a call

Tests results are
typically returned
within 48 hours, but
may take longer.

If you have symptoms…

If you do not have symptoms…

Stay home and away from others while you wait
for your results.

AND have known or suspected exposure to
COVID-19, stay home since symptoms may appear
2 to 14 days after exposure to an infected person.

Monitor your health and seek emergency medical care
if symptoms worsen.
Think about everyone you have been around recently.

AND have no known or suspected exposure to
COVID-19, staying home is not required, but
continue to follow public health measures.

Go to coronavirus.ohio.gov for more information
Sources: “W aiting for and Receiving COVID-19 Test Results,” Ohio Department of Health, updated August 19, 2020.
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